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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The understanding of qq systems containing heavy, charmed, and bottom 
quarks lias p rocessed rapidly in recent years, through steady improvements in 
experimental techniques for production and detection of their decays. These 
lectures are meant to be an experimentalist 's review of the subject. In the first 
of two lectures, the existing data on the spectroscopy of the bound cc and 65 
systems will be discussed. Emphasis is placed on comparisons with the theoretical 
models depcribed in greater detail in the lectures of F. Oilman, published in 
these proceedings. The second lecture covers the rapidly changing subject of 
the decays of heavy mesons (c^ and bq), and their excited states. Additional 
theoretical material is available in the article of I.I.Y.Bigi, published in these 
proceedings. The topics of CP violation and mixing are covered in the lectures 
of U.Winstein, In combination, the spectroscopy and decays of heavy quarks 
are shown to provide interesting insights into both the atrong and electroweak 
interactions of the heavy quarks. 

Two Lectures Presented at the XlVlh SLAC Summer 
Institute on Particle Physics, 

Stanford, California, 
July 28 - August 8 1986. 

* Work mipportid by the Department of Energy, contract DK - A 0 0 3 - 76SFO0515. 
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2. THE SPECTROSCOPY OF CHARM AND DEAUTY1" 

The bound systems of two heavy charmed or bottom quarks below the 
threshold fof production of the corresponding mesons provide a unique laboratory 
from which to lest the flavor independence of the strong inte actions, and our 
ability to work from the relativists ci system into the nonrelativisttc bh and tt 
systems. The general properties of these system, and the hitherto unobserved 
third generation toponium system are summarized in Tabli- I. The properties of 
these systems will be shown to be determinable through detailed measurements of 
the level splittings, the fine and hyperfine structure, the transition rates, and the 
decays. In the Erst sections, the general structure of the two systems is reviewed. 

Table I, Bound Systems of Heavy Quarks 

CHARMONIUM BOTTOM ON IUM TOPONIUM 

q mass 1.5 GeV 4.5 GeV 7 

q charge i 
3 

l 
3 

1 
3 

<F> .15-.25 < .1 

•2 A„ 

7 

Mt > 80 GeV < .05 V < r * > 

.15-.25 < .1 

•2 A„ 

7 

Mt > 80 GeV < .05 

# Bound States 8 22 10 A-wave , 200 tola! 

2,1 Charmonium 

In fig, 1 a typical level scheme for a c£ bound system is shown. The details of 
the level structure are determined by the assumed form of the interquark potential. 
Figure 1 is based for example on the QCD inspired Cornell Model:"1 

V[r) " S T 4 Ar (1) 

Here the £ term represents the *» ulombic-like potential that binds the 
system. Unlike the e' .nagncL.c interactions in the hydrogen atom, the 
ennrilii'" iould diminish with the effective q1 or quark masses, thus exhibiting 
i strong interaction property or asymptotic freedom. The second term represents 

an ansatz for the long range part of the potential, exhibiting the second properly 
of the strong interaction, that of confinement. No explicit flavor dependence is 
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FIG. 1. The lowest lying states of charroonium. 



exhibited in this potential. Under these assumptions, two narrow S-wave slates 
are expected below the open charm threshold, The splitting of these 3 S states 
is determined by the strength and form of the spin independent J part ar the 
potential. Nonrelativistic models should reliably predict these splittings. The 
iidOition of the confinement term to the potential shifts the center of gravity (L'OC!) 
of the otherwise degenerate P-wave states below that of the 2sA" state. 

The detailed features of the level structure are analogous to the hydrogen 
atom. There is both fine and hyperfine ntructure which must b«' introduced by 
relativistic terras accounting for spin and orbital angular momentum of the quarks. 
The theoretical constraints on thtsc parts of the potential arc described in detail 
elsewhere in these proceedings. ' The three 3Pj states are themsclve.1 drgrncrat'' 
in the absence of o spin-orbit (L- S) interaction. The spin-spin {S • S) interaction 
breaks the degeneracy of the ' So and the 3 5 i states. The ' T| remain! drgencrate 
at the COC. of the 'Pj states if the form the potential is short range, Tensor 
forces can contribute to the fine structure, and also mix states of the same J but 
different L. such as the 2 3 5i and the I 'D, . 

The possible transitions and decays of the dinrmonium states arc shown in 
Fig. 2 . The Ml (magnetic) dipole transitions follow the selection rules; /^ = if 
and P, — Ff, while the EI (electric)dipole transitions require &, - Lj ± 1, 
Pi = -Pj , and j.7, - lj < Jj < J, + 1, where P is the parity of the Mate, While 
the 'Si and 3 i ) | states are directly produced in * + e" collisions and are connected 
by TTTT and t) strong interaction transitions, the 'So a"d sf'j states can only be 
produced through the electromagnetic cascades from higher mass rharmonium 
states. The '/>o state cannot be excited in c*c~, nor be reached through hadronic 
decays of the 2 35j because of the limited phase space. Jt can be produced however 
tn pj5 formation experiments. All the states have significant hadrouir widths, which 
in principle can be used to determine their quantum numbers &\A spectroscopy 
assignment. 

2.2 BottDinonium 

The level structure of the bound bh system can he extrapolated reliably from 
Eq. (I), under the assumption of flavor independence, once the parameters of the 
potential are established from the charmon'mm system. Such an extrapolation 
is shown in Fig, 3 . The general features Me determined by the addition of 
a third narrow 3 S ( bound estate below threshold for open I? meson production. 
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FIG. 2. TtettuKitiansimddtcagp of diarmoniuaL states. 
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FIG. 3. The bound tf system. 
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This in turn implies a richer and more complicated spectroscopy, owing to the 
presence of additional P-wavc multiplets, a third 'So state, and the D-wp.ve 
states below open beauty threshold. The fine and hyperfine splittings are smaller 
than the corresponding ones in the charmonium system, posing a more difficult 
experimental challenge. 

The radiative transitions are shown in Fig. 4 . There are now several levels of 
cascades through the 3Pj states, and weaker ones through the sDj states. The 
hadronic transitions are considerably more complicated, as can be seen in Fig. S . 
Both two-ff and three-* transitions are now energetically allowed. One interesting 
difference from charmonium is the accessibility of the I1 Pi state through a hadronic 
TTTT transition from the 3 sSi state. The subsequent decay should have a large 
radiative width into the l'So state, 

3.3 Experimental Determination of Resonance Parameters 

The most precise determinations of the masses and widths for ce" and 65 states 
comes from e +«~ production. In e+t~ storage rings the energy spread is small and 
the center of mass energy can typically be moved in few tenths of an McV steps 
Thus the possibility of measuring an excitation curve exists: 

,(«+«- _ * -» ft - 2*'(2J + l) I ^ r , 

Here Tj can be the partial width to hadrons (r^j ) , electron pairs (r«) or muon 
pairs (TWj)' The observed data is corrected by convoluting (2) with the machine 
energy spread, and the effects of radiative corrections. 

One way of extracting !"«, r\0(f, and T^ is simply to fit to the excitation 
curve into each of the three final states. The more common technique uses the 
fact that the area (A) under (2) for hadronic final states is given by: 

. e*-' r„rw 

The radiative corrections (Cra<{) are incorporated into the lineshape. Under the 
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FIG. 4. Radiative transitions in the bb system. 
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assumption »r lepton universality, (riHlr=j;et^l'Tt) a n ( J assuming: 

then 
AMI 

r « « * 
6TT» (1 • NB^y 

H«?re, N=2 for charmonium and N=3 for boltoraonium. Hence measuring Dull 

and tho integral of the hadronic cross section, gives Ttf The total width {Tut) is 
T„/B^, and rha4~ r l 0, - N r„. 

To find flw, it is only necessary to measure the ratio of ^-pairs to hadronfl on 
the resonance. Then: 

B - l 

• t* 

since TM = Thad + N T^. 

2.3.1 S-wave and D-wavc hound states of ec antj bh . 
Below open charm threshold, the S-wavestatea (the 0 and \p') appear as narrow 

states (r — 100 KeV) in the hadronic cross section. Once above threshold for 
charmed meson production, the structure of the cross section becomes considerably 
more complex. The 3D\ state {the 0") lies just above D-meson threshold and has a 
width of — 25 MeV, typical of a strongly decaying meson of that. mass. It appears 
to decay largely to charmed meson pairs.1'1 Above the \j>" however, the cross section 
becomes complex in structure, (see for example Fig. € ), owing to the thresholds 
that open for the production of new charmed meson final states {DD, DD\ £>*/?*, 
DtDi,DtD)...eiz.). Figure 6 also shows the prediction of the position from two 
potential models,1"1 w for the 3 3 5j and 4SS\ states. The structures in the cross 
section in the 4 GeV region are roughly reproduced by the coupled-channel model 
shown in Fig. 7 . 

The cross section data near 10 GeV show a similar structure"1 (see Fig. 8 )• 
The three lowest lying fit bound states (the 3 S | states) are narrow, and are followed 
by a broader Btate just above threshold for open B production. This fourth state 
(the T'") decays predominantly to B% and B* mesons. A little higher in energy. 
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the structure of the cross section becomes complex again. 1" This region is shown 
in detail in Fig. 9 . There is evidence for at teast two additional resonantrs. 
which correspond well in position with the potential model calculations for the 
next two 3S\ atat«s, the T(5S) nnd T(65). Structure above the 4 3 £, state is 
also complicated by the opening of B/J*, /?* $*, and Qt thresholds. The T(7.^J is 
expected lo have a. mass of — 11.2 GeV, 

Table II suminarizes the current data on the zi S-wave states, while Table III 
summarizes the 66 data. In charmonium, even the mojt naive calculation, namely 
the relative leptonic widths of the ^; and »/»' is difficult, owing to mixing of trie 
0 ' with the nearhy ip". In thp coupled channel model of Eichten et o/., the mass 
and T„ for the 0 are fixed and I'«( 4>') calculated to be 2.3 KeV, compared with 
the observed value of'2.1 KeV, This is basically a measure of how well the model 
computes the square of the radial wave function (RQ) at the origin. It h seen to 
be good to about 10%. 

Tablp II. Comparison of 3A"i State Charmonii'in Parameters 

r„(KeV) Btc{%) r ^ ( K e V ) B^{%) Thai (KeV) i W K e V ) Mass (MrV) 

IS 4.75 ± .61 6.9 ± 0.9 4.85 ± .51 6.9 ± .9 &7.3 ± 10.9 G3 + 8.3 3DD6.93 + O.OD 

2S 2.05 ± .21 0.88 ±0.13 0.77 + 0.17 224 ± 56 228 ± 56 3686.00 + 0.10 

5S 0.75 ±0 ,15 
0.77 ±0 .23 

dominant 
dominant 

52 ± 1 0 MeV 
78 i 20 MeV 

4038 .t 2 
4160 + 20 

4S 0.5 ± 0 . 1 dominant 43 + 15 McV 4415 ±ti 

Table HI. *S, Bottomonium States" 1" "" 

r t c [KeV) B„ [%) *W(%) TM (KeV) Mass 

IS 1.224 ±0.050 2.82 ± 0.31 2.78+0.22 
2.4 ± 0 . 2 " " 43.1 ± 3.1 9460.0 + 0.10 

2S 0.S;7 ± 0.033 1.8 + 0.44 30 ± 7.3 10233.7 ± 0.34 

3S 0.402 ± 0.031 0.3 ± 1.5 
1.5 ± 0.4 "" 

12.0 
26+ 7 1 " 1 10355.5 ± 0.5 

4S 0.19 ±0.04 CLEO 
0,28 ±0.04 CUSB 

20.0 + 4.5 M o V 

25.0 + 2.5 M e v 10577.5+4.0 

5S 0.22 + D.09 CLEO 
0.37 ±0 .07 CUSB 110.4 ± 13 MeV 108C5 ± 8 

6S 0.095 + 0-05 CLEO 
0.156 ±0.04 CUSB 79 + 16 MeV ) 1019 ± 9 
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FIG. 9. Th« «gion abov« op«n beauty tht*shold from D. Lov«|«ck «( «*., Rri- 9. 



In the AS system, the parameter* of the potential derived from the ei system 
should provide » good description of the level splittings if the potential is W»Iy 
flavor independent. From the model of Bfchten el ai.t the 2S-1S splitting to 
predicted to about 5%. If the model ia adjusted to make it correct, then trw 
3S-1S ia good to about \% and the 4S-IS Is good to about A%. Recall that those 
splittings depend principally on the short range part of the potential. The leplonlr 
widths of the 2S and 3S are calculated to within 10%, iF the parametria for the IS 
are used. Published measurements of the 4S are pooler, with large ilisciispanrtos 
between experiments. 

2,4 The P-Wave States 

2.4.1 xPi and 3 Pj states of eg . 

These states have quantum numbers J''1' -• I' an J l*'1, and hence arc 
not directly excitable in eTe~ collisions. They must be Studied through llir 
electromagnetic transitions from higher 5-vvavc status, iw was shown in KigurcH 
2 and A. Three experimental approaches arc employed Cot studying 'hew stale* 
The> are the inclusive photon spectrum, reconstruction nf the full cascade, or 
reconstruction or the first radiative transition with the subsequent hndmnic decay 
of the P-wave state. These arc pictured in Fig. 10 . The Inclusive spectrum, 
combined with the exclusive full cascade measurement, determines tin* brancli'mi', 
ratio for the P-wave states, irtltt 7^. In conjunction with Ihe hndronic P-wavr 
decays, the hadronic branching fractions are determinable. '" t»e ei" system, tin 
primary photon has an energy of J30 to 270 MeV, while I he level splitting!! are 
typically 50 NfeV. In the bl system, the primary phuloti is 100 to ]R) MeV, and 
the splittings only about 25 MeV, Typical glas« detectors (Nal, IH!C), Pb-glas*) 
have resolutions of about S MeV at 100 MeV, while the use of e 1 e pair Ramm* 
conversions improves the resolution to 1 to 2 MoV but at a fast of abi'iit one order 
of magnitude in detection efficiency. 

The inclusive photon spectrum from the Crystal Ball detector'"" ia shown in 
Pig. 1 1 . The fourth line is the merged Doppler shifted fines from the recoiling P-
wave state. The typical resolution obtainable from hadronic decays of the P-wave 
states is shown in Fig. 12 . 

The measurement at the natural widths of the P-wayc mesons in the ci system 
can in principle be extracted from the gamma ray lineshane in the $ -» itf 
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FIG. 10. Three approaches to observing P-wave states. 
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FIG. 12. Example of hadronk decays of P^wave states, from Ref. 106. 
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transition, if the detector resolution were adequate. The Crystal Ball has intently 
determined values for these widths, given in Table IV."" 

Tabte IV, Widths of P-Wave ct States 

state Width h) 
(MeV) 

Width pp 

(JlfeV) 

*ft <3.8 2 6* 1- 4 

>rt 0.8 - 4,9 <1.3 

> * 13,5 ± 3.3 -t 4.2 " 

A raoie precise measurement was recently obtained"" by perforin ng a forma
tion experiment using p in the 1SR storage ring, and a hydrogen %n- jet Uri(ct. 
The center of mass energy spread is small (if'-.m «^?;J MeV). Thfr p momentum 
is stepped lo produce a scan over tfc P-wavo mass (see Fig. 13 ): 

Pfi-'XJ - ' V> + 7 

where XJ are thu common names corresponding to lite '/V Ftoies Tim excitation 
curve is measured by counting events from V* -• fe". The results i,re shown in 
Table IV for the narrower %j states. In addition, the masses MXl ••• W> 11.3 ±0.4 t 
0.4 MeV and Afx, = 3556.9 * 0,4 ± 0.5 MeV were measured 

The l 'P | (*jc) and Z'P) (7J) states of the cc system have boi-u measured 
by the inclusive photon technique. These splittings, being leas than 100 MeV 
are a particular experimental! challenge. The nj has only been observed in one 
experiment,1"1 while the existence of the lit has been confirmed through its 
hadronic decays" 4 and extensively measured-1"1 The tfe and rft signal in inclusive 
photons are shown in Fig. M , while Fig. 1$ shows typical hadronic decays of the 
theif c. 

2.4.2 'Pi and 3Pj states of tS . 

As indicated in Figure 4, the radiative transitions in the bb system are more 
complex because of the presence of two sets of F-wave states (usually denoted xi 
and xj,)- A summary of the measurements of the xi states from the observation 
of the photons in the transitions T(2S) —» *y + x j = 0 , 1 , 2 — anything arc shown 
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in Fig. 16.1n these measurements, the 1 MeV resolut\oTt of the converted pairs in 
the ARGUS detector separates the states unequivocably. The transitions to the 
23Pj multiplet from the reaction T(3S) -* 7 + x J / = 0 , 1 , 1 --•• anything are less well 
establjsiicd. T h e first inclusive measurements are shown in Fig. 17 , indicating the 
presence of the multiplet, but not clearly separating the states. The J = 2 , 1 and 0 
s tates of the x't have fitted lines of 122±5, 1004:2 and 84±2 MeV reside tiv-ly. New 
data ' usin? CUSB-II (a BGO augmented device) has improved the resolution 
of these states. 

2 .5 E x p e r i m e n t a l a n d T h e o r e t i c a l C o m p a r i s o n s 

This section summarizes the da ta on E l , Ml and hadronic 'ransilions in 
the charmonium and botlomonium systems, comparing the data w:'h theoretical 
expectations. More details of the models tinder discussion appear in the par*llei 
lectures of V. Oilman. 

2.5.1 Charmonium splittings. 

Table V summarizes the averafte energies and branching fracli us of the \ e 

states. As was rioted, in the absence of a confining term the COG of 3pj states 
would remain degenerate with the 23St. The spin dependent part of the potential 
would break the degeneracy of the multiplct, but leave the singlet (* P\) s ta te 
unchanged a t the COG. The splitting of the 3l'j provides information on the 
Lorentz s tructure of the spin dependent part of the potential. The parameter R, 
defined : 

3 Pr 3 P, 

is used as a measure of the splitting. In the rharmonii>m system It •-- 0.50 + 0.02 
A purely Coulombie spin dependent potential would give R *= OP If however 
there is a scalar contribution, then R is decreased, while a vector contribution 
would increase it further. The value of 0.5 suggests that these added terms are 
scalar in their Lorentz structure. 
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Table V. Summary of Data on the x« TrarolKbns 

Xc Energy (2*5| -• ZPi) BrpSi -." F,) BT?Fi - * Pi) T w (McVJ 

J = 2 129.7 ±0.4 7.83 ±0.82% H,8±1.7% ~ A + 1.4 

J = t 175.3 ± 0.5 8.65 ±0.81 2 6 * 3 < 1.3 

J = 0 271.1 ±1.1 9.35 ±030 0.7 ±0,2 13.5 ±3.3 ±4.2 

2.5.2 Charmonlum El and Ml trMwtttom. 

The El rates are summarized In Table VI, along with the nonTelntivntic 
coupled channel model of Eichten ticL The El rates for such transitions are 
given: 

T(235i - l*Pj) x CS(2J + l)ks < r > a 

where k is the photon energy, and < r > is the overlap integral of the dipole 
operator (r) between the Initial and final states. While the transitions Xc -* i<l> 
are in fairly good agreement, the primary transitions i>' -» *ix* have predicted 
El rates about a factor of 2 off from the data. McClary and Byers1"1 recently 
looked at relativistie corrections in the charm system. Their explanation is shown 
schematically in Fig. 18 they point out that the 25 -* IP transition is sensitive 
to corrections of 0{{fj) which may shift the node of the radial wavefunction of the 
25 state, right at the peak of the IF wavefunction, thus reducing the transition 
rate. This is not the case for the IF -* IS transition. The corrected numbers for 
the El transitions are shown m Table VI, and are good agreement with the data. 
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FIG. 18. Schematic showing the relative position of nodes in the S and P wave 
states, and *' ct on transition rates. 
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Table VI. El Transitions in Char moni urn |m||i*l 

Charmonimn Angular Nonrelativistic Relativised Coupled Data 

Transition Momentum Width Width Channel 

P) (KeV) (KeV) (KeV) (KeV) 

tf' -• IXc 0 45 10 16 20.1 ± 4 

1 40 31 23 18.6 ± 4 

2 27 27 22 16.8 ± 4 

Xt — it C 121 128 117 95 ±37 
1 

• 250 270 2-10 <2S2 

'/ 3G2 347 305 429 4 " ° 
" » - 169 

Measurements of Ml transitions are considerably poorer as is seen in Table 
VII where data and theory are compared: 

Table VII. Ml Transitions In Charmonium1""" 

Charmonium 

Transition 

Branching 

Ratio (%) 

Width 

(KeV) 
Model 

(KcV) 

^ -*ftle 1.27 ±0.36 0.8 ± 0.24 2 

^ - • w l 0.28 ± 0.06 0.6 ±0.18 1 

There is no evidence of any discrepancy owing to the large errors that remain 
in the data. 

2.5.3 The 'fi channonhim state. 

The pp gas jet formation experiment mentioned in Section 2.4.1 has also 
searched for the singlet-P state. Five candidate events have been found with a 
mass of 3525.4 ± 0.8 ± 0.5 MeV. This state is seen to be close to the COG of 
the three 3Pj states, &>2!>.38 MeV, confirming the expectation that the hyperfme 
spin-spin splitting of the P-wave states should effect both the singlet and the COG 
of the triplet equivalently, creating no net displacement. 
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2.5.4 Bottomonium COG and splittings. 

Table VIII summarizes the average energies and branching fractions of the xi> 
and xi states. New data from CUSB-Il"""" has been included in the table. The 
COG of the x» and x» we 9900.2 MeV and 10261.6 MeV, respectively. The COG 
as noted is a sensitive measure of the long range confining term in the potential. 
Table DC is * comparison between various models" " ""»"»""' '"""""' 
which predict the COG of the xt states. These models generally use the T(1S) 
mass as Input to set the scale. As can be seen, the relativtstic potential models do 
very well in predicting the COG. 

Table Villa. Dottomonium l3Pj Masses and Widths'"" 

*b Energy Br{96) Br(%) 

(2»5i - ' l3Pj) (235i - 13AV) [l3Pj - l 3 Si) 

J = 2 109.5 ± 0.6 6.6 ± 0,9 22 ± 4 

J = 1 130.7 ± Q.7 6.7 ± 0.9 35 ± a 

J = 0 162.3 ±1 .3 4.3 ± 1.0 <6 

Table Vtllb. Bottoiaonium 2sPj Masses &nd Widths' 

*i Energy 

(3 3 S| -* 2*Pj) 

Br(%) 

(3 3Sj - 2*Pj) (Z3Pj - S»ff|) 

J -2 

J-0 

84.1 ± 1.7 

99-7 ± 1.7 

122.1 ± S.0 

12.7 ±4 .1 

15.6 ±4.2 

7.6 ± 3.5 

-
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Table IX, Theoretical Predictions for the COG™ c"* *" 

Models McooUi)= "°°' 2 M e V AfcOdOd) " 10261.6 MeV 

PM 
NP 

B 
RP 
RP 
RP 
NP 
P 

Khare 9871 
Ekhten, Feinberg 9925 
Buchmuller 9688 
Moxhay,Rosner 9906 
Gupta et al 9900 
McClary, Byeis 9923 
Richardson 9896 
Martin 9861 

10275 
10250 
10202 
10258 
J 0207 
10250 
10242 

I'M " PHEN. POT. NP = NON-REL POT. B - BAG RP = BEL. POT. 

The parameter R (see Eq. (3)) measuring the multiset splitting is calculated 
from Table IX to bo; 

RXi = 0.67 ± 0.05 fixl m 0.70 ± 0 20 . 

These vaJues are higher than in the charmonlum system. Table X summarizes 
many of the theoretical models which predict R for this 6S system. Again the 
reiativistk potential modeb appear to track the date qa"te well. The large values 
of R in the eS system compared with charmonium's 0.5, are still below the 0-S 
value predicted for a purely Coutooibk potential, going in the right direcUon for 
an additional scalar confinement term. The larger varies suggest however that 
potential is more strongly vector-Coulombk on average over the wavefunction at 
the shorter distances probed in the heavier frS system. 
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Table X. Summary of *Pj ixy Xp1 

Models Data Rxh 
= 0,67*0.05 PDG Rx' = 0.70 £ .20 PDG 

PM Khare OW 
NP Eichten.Feinberg 080 Oi-fl 

B Buchmuller 0.73 0.7A 
HP Moxhay,Rosner 0.42 0.42 

RP Gupta et ai 0.68 o.;t> 
RP McCIary,By*r» 0.45 0.4h 

BR Baacke 0.73 0.77 

RP K*n« 0.52 Q.?T 

RP Boa vis 0,06 , , 

The absolute site of thii finf structvir? upliuing is ciclin-y: 

A/, = 5 A */*. 

This splitting is sensitive dlroclly to the strong coupling constant (a»), and is 
found from Table IX to be: 

&f, - 52.G i 1.4MeV £ $ = 38.0 ± 5.3M«V . 

Table XI compares these values with those of numerous models of th# W system. 
The genera) trend of a reduction in the absolute splitting is seen to arise in all 
models, while the absolute magnitude is only close for some of the fully relativised 
models, and those that treat relativists effects perturbativdy. 
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Table XI. Theoretical Predictions for the Fine Structure Splittings 

Models Data A/**fc ** fi2.5 ± 1.4 A / , V - 38.0 ± 5.3 

NP 

D 

RP 

RP 

BR 

Eichten Feinberg 51.0 

Ruchmuller 38.0 

Moxhay, Rosner 37.0 

Gupta et al 42.0 

Baacke 52.0 

30,0 

32.0 

28.0 

34.0 

42.0 

2.5.5 Botmmomum El transitions. 

The KI intcs for the 25 ' I f transitions arc summarized in Table XII, along 
with the predictions of several models. Because the El rates scale as k1, the 
predictions have been scaled to the correct photon energies, when calculating the 
total El widths in Table XII. New CUSB-II data for the 35 -+ IP transitions are 
also Included in the table. The agreement Is generally good, and suggests that the 
relativist!: corrections are less important in this case, than the ec . 

Table XII. El Transition* of Bottomofiiuro'"'"1""1"1 '" 

Models 2 sft 2s

JPj 2*ft £ s s r u d t S 
Khare 

Buchmuller 

Kang 

Moxhay,Rosnei 

0.56 

1.3 

1.4 

1.0 

1.08 

2.4 

2.8 

2.1 

1.6 

2.8 

3.6 

2.2 

3.0 

5.6 

4.7 

5.4 

6.4 

5.3 

6.0 

BXPT (KeV) 1.3 ± 4 2.0 ±0 .5 2.0 ±0.5 8.3 ±0 .8 

t From reference 8. % CUSB-II data."*1"*' 

There » no data on Ml transitions in the bottomonium system. 
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2.5.6 Hadrontc widths of the y» states. 

The total width of each x/ state is the sum of its El width, rei(&Pj -t 
l3St), plus its hadronic width, T($Pj), Inclusive photon measurements give the 
Br(235i -* l3Pj + -f). Exclusive measurements of the cascades giv« the product: 

0r(2 3S, - I8'*/ +1) • BrfPj •*->l»5i) • Br(l'Si - f r ) . 

Hence, dividing by the leptonic branching ratio of the l'Si and by Br(23Sl -» 
l 3 P/ + -7) gives Bj = {£». Combining this with the definition of Ttot gives: 

r w = i > . ( ^ - i ) . (A) 

Using theoretical El widths for the \P ~* IS transitions is reasonable in light of 
the good agreement for the 2S — IP rates."01 The results s.re shown in Table XIII. 
in comparison with the theoretical values from Kuang and Yan1"1 using the QCD 
multipole expansion. The agreement is rather good. The ggg and qljg decays are 
seen to be smaller than the gg decays of the J=0,2 states. 

Table XIII. Hadronic Widths of the Xb States' 

23Pj J a s O / - l J ~ 2 

Bj < 6 30*8 22 ± 4 (%} 

< r B >* 2 7 ± 5 33 ± 5 27 ± 5 KeV 

TKAD >42S 61 ±29 96 ± 3 3 KeV 

Typ. Tbaor. Bit. 380 30-80 100- WO 

Had. Ctecayt S9 (???>?$?) ffi 

t from Ref . 30. 

2,5.7 Hudrnnk transitions in U and bf>. 

The QCD multipole expansion has been used1"' to sca'e the hadronic transi
tions of i^ -» tf, to those of the bS system. The [alios between tC and bt are 
largely determined by the quark masses, the size of the initial states, and the 
available phase apace (PS): 
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r ( T ' -+ iritT) _ < r ^ , > 1 
r(</.' - ***) ~ T ^ w i6 ' a n d 

r ( * ' - i?*) VM f c* V P 5 ( ^ ) ' ~ 300 ' 

Results for *l> transitions are given in Table XIV, along with the expectations 
and measurements in the T system in Table XV. The agreement between data 
and theory is seen to be quite good. 

Table XIV. Hadronic Transitions of Charmonium n°i 

Transition Br(%) 

4>' ~* (ffff) 0 ^ 50.3 ±4.2 

tf — (jr07r°)tfi 26.7 ± 3.0 

V ^i4> 2.66 ± 0.44 

y — T° </• 0.1 ±0.03 

Table XV. Hadronic Tr-maitions of Bottomonium t io j 

Transition Theory^ ) Experiment (%) 
/ T - . ^ + 7 r - T | 
\ T' -» TT'JT'T J 25-2H {«*»}»•"« 
T ' - n T 0.04% < 0.2 @ 90% C.L. 

T" - ff+jr-T 2-5 4.5 ±0-8 

T" - JT + JT-T ' 2-3 3.1 ± 2.0 

2.5.8 The ' Pi bottomonium state. 

As was indicated in section 2.2, the additional phase space in the t£ system 
may allow a sizeable rate (about 1%) for T{3S) -> T + T T - T ^ P I ) . The ' P, state 
should lie at the COG of the Xb states, at a mass of 9900.5± 1.3.'"' The recoil mass 
from opposite charge pion pairs at the T(3£} is shown in Fig. 19 . Evidence1 3 3 1 

for a narrow bump with 335 ±135 events is seen, at a mass of 9894.8 ± ].5 MeV. 
While only a 2.5 a effect, the peak lies close the COG of the Xb states, and has a 
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FIG. 19. Recoil mass from n-+3i" pairs at the T(35) from CLEO. 
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branching ratio of 0.37-t 0.15%, thus making it an excellent candidate for the ' F i 

s tate. 

3 . S T A T E S O F E X C I T E D C H A R M A N D B E A U T Y 

I deal here with the data on the vector and orbitally excited states of charm 
and beauty mesons. This section lies naturally midway between the spectroscopy 
of the bound c2 and 66 states and the weak decays of the ground stale charmed 
(cq) and b-meaons (bq), discussed in the subsequent section. 

In the Htandard parton model, the light u, d, and e quarks are axpected 
to combine with the heavier charmed (e) quark to form the three lowest lying 
pseudoscaUr sl.ilr.s' 1/ (•«), D* (etf) and Dr (ci). Analogous B meson states 
also exist, di'nol i'il / ' , , , / ^ a n d /?, . In addition the heavy state Bc should also exist. 
Spectroscopically, these correspond to the 'So s tates . The Dn , I)' and i ? j , Bu 

form isotopic doublets; the D, ,Bt and Be areisosinglets. With the exception of the 
Bc, these states have been isolated in either e+e" annihilation, hadroproduction, 
photoproduction, or f-scattering experiments. The masses '° " and lifetimes 
of the groundstates are summarized in Table XVI. 

Table XVI. Ground and Excited States of Charmed Mesons 1 1" 1 

Charmed 

Meson 

Quark 

Content 

Mass 

GeV/c2 

Width (MeV) 

(Lifetime xlO" 1 3 ) Assignment 

D° cfl 1864.6-t 0.6 ("3*K!) o-
D+ cl 1869.3 ± 0.6 (io.29tg;g) 0" 

Dt cs 1370.5 ±2.5 (3-8s*S:SS) 0" 

Bu bu 5277.6 ±0.6 - o-
Bd 

bd 5280.4 ± 0.8 - 0 ' 

D'° tv. 2007.2 ±2.1 < 5.0 1" 

D , + 
t& 2010.1 ±0.7 <2 .2 1" 

D'S cs 2110±6 <22 1" 

B' bq AAf = 0.052 ± 0.005 - I " 

£>"° cu 2420 ± 6 70 ±21 l + ,2+ 
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Kach ground state meson is expected to hav« a vector state (35i)corresponding 
to the parallel alignment or its constituent quark spins. The Z?'° and D'+ are 
now well established.'"1 The excited state of the Da has only recently been 
established in e + e" annihilation,1""*111 through both its direct decay, and its 
associated produrtion (« + e~ — D,0,'] near threshold. The B' has only been 
seen indirectly through the gamma ray transition to thr Bu or B& meson.1'51 

As in the spectroscopy of light quark mesons, a set of orbitally excited charmed 
mesons is also expected with the lowest lying states having spectroscopic and 
quantum number assignments: *Pi ( l ' ) or 3Py [ 0 + , l + and 2 ( ) , and masses 
typically 500 MeV/c 3 higher than the ground states. 1" 1 

A typical set of mass splittings expected for bound e$ stales in both ncn-
relativislic and relativistic potential models are indicated in Fig. 20 . The fust 
candidate for an orbiully excited state [D"° ) has only recently been observed-"" 
The experimental evidence for the state, is shown in Fig. 21 . 

The D r t , D^, and D,, being the lightest charmed mesons, and the B„,5j,Z?,, 
and Be being the lightest bottom mesons, must decay weakly through a charm-
changing charged current. The details of these decays will encompass the greater 
part «f the nsxt lettuie. The vector states J>"° , D* + , and B* decay strongly 
and electromagnetically to the ground states through JT*, ir°, and i emission. 
Some of these transitions (such as D'° ~* T ^ Z ? + ) are energetically forbidden (see 
Fig. 2.2 ). While all the decays have been measured, there are still discrepancies in 
the branching fractions, owing to the difficulty of the measurements. The charm-
Btrange D\* > being an isosinglet, cannot decay strongly to the /?,*" via jr" emission. 
The i transition is uninhibited, and is expected to dominate the £>*+ decay. The 
•world average for the mass difference between the Df and D\* is now measured to 
be 132±5 -fc 4 MeV/'c5, forbidding an isospin-violating decay through * emission. 
The difference in squared masses between vector and pseudoscalar states for both 
the D, D,, and Bq lie close to the constant found for all lighter mesons (see Table 
XVII) to be expected if the meson wavefunction at the origin is determined by the 
long range confining part of the potential. " 
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Table XVH. Difference in (Mass)2 for 
Pseudoscalar and Vector Mesons,'"1 

Mesons (Mass)1 Difference 

p- * 0.574 

K' - K 0.556 

D* - D 0.516 

D\-D, 0.55 ± 0.01 

B- - B 0.55 ± 0.05 

The Iowest-lyingcharmedorbitally excited states are st sufficiently high masses 
to allow the possibility of strong 7r decays to both the ground Btates and the 
vector states from the 1P1, 3 p , , and 3 f t states. Parity conservation in the strong 
decay allows the 3P0 to decay only to the ground state, through single JT emission. 
Widths or 50 to 100 MeV/c 1 are expected for all these decays, making it difficult 
to distinguish the multiplet of states whose mass splitting should be comparable. 
Mixing between the singlet and triplet J = l states may further complicate the 
picture. Multipion arid other strong decays are also likely to occur for these states 
when energetically allowed. At present, the only candidate for one or more of 
these 1 + or Z + states is the 70 McV/c 1 wide resonance D"°[2420)t decaying to 
D'+n~. " ! This state appears to play a significant role in charm fragmentation 
at high energies. One might also expect it to be present in B meson decays. 

4. WEAK DECAYS OF CHARM AND BEAUTY MESONS 
The following sections encompass the second lecture on heavy quark decays. I 

concentrate here on the issues surrounding weak hadronic and semiloptonic decays 
of charm and beauty mesons. Much of the associated theory and phenomenology 
is available in these proceedings, in the lectures of F.Gilman, and the article of 
I.I.Y.Bigi. 

4.1 Lifetimes of Charm and Beauty 

in the most naive picture of heavy meson decay, all species of charm and 
beauty mesons have characteristic lifetimes associated with the weak decay of the 
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heavy quark within the meson: 

GiA/a 5 Weak Mixing QCD 
' 192TT 3 Angles Factors v 

rj f l( = - = i! r,-. 

Here, the index i refers lo any of the final states of the W* decay (see Fig. 23 ), 
and light quark masses are ignored. 

The first evidence for differing lifetimes between charm meson species came 
from the scmileptonic decays. The most recent and precise values available an* 
shown in Table XVIII: 

Table XV1H. 
Scmielectronic Branching Ratios " 

Meson Bt[%) 
D° 7.5 ± 1.1 10.4 

D* 17.0 i 1.9 ±0.7 

I>4 unmeasured 

If one assumes isospin symmetry for the semileptonic decays and that the 
'Jabibbo suppressed decay widths are small, then a relation between the semilep-
'.onic bram liing ratios and the lifeiimes of the charged and neutral mesons exist: 

To - r ; •• rTSf'T-TOT ' B r (no _»/+ + x) p ' 

The expi ,ni r ,"" t il re"nils fire summarized in Table XIX: 
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F i l l . 23. Spectator mode! for hravy quark decays. 
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Table XIX. Lifetime Ratios Through Semileptonic Decays 

Quark 

System 

Experiment Lifetime Ratio 

Charm DBLCO > 4.3 at 90% C.L. 

Charm MARK II 

Charm MARKIII 2<3^;5 ± 0.1 

Beauty CLEO 2.3 > £ > 0.49 

The measurements of MARK II and MARK III are direct, using events where 
one charmed particle is tagged in a hadronic decay thus separating charged and 
neutral mesons while the other decays scmileptonically. The DELOO and CLEO 
results arc not direct, as they count single and double leptans inclusively, and 
rely on knowing the fraction of charged and neutral mesons initially produced. 
Furthermore, as the mass of the quark increases, corrections for complex final 
states and cascades through lighter flavors and baryons make the setnileptonic 
branching ratio determination more difficult and model dependent, even near the 
threshold for meson production. 

Charmed meson and beauty-hadron lifetimes have also been measured more 
directly by geometrical techniques relying on the displacement of their decay vertex 
from the production vertex. In going from momenta of 1 to 10 GeV/c the decay 
length (A) for a D meson changes from — 170 to 750 pm while for a B meson 
it goes fiom —150 to 360 ion. Two genera) strategies are in use. The visual 
techniques of bubble chambers, silicon strip detectors, and emulsions, and the 
primarily co//i'«fer-based precision drift chamber technique. The visual techniques 
measure the decay length directly, having measurement errors 6X « X. These 
devices are employable in fixed target experiments, where momenta in the lab are 
high, making multiple scattering effects less important. 

The collider techniques rely on multiple 
to achieve a statistical estimate of the decay tength. A hybridization of these 
techniques is now emerging with the proposed use of silicon strip and CCD devices 
at higher energy colliders where the multiple scattering in these thicker de»kes 
poses less of a problem. The collider techniques break down further into two types. 
The full vertex reconstruction of final state (for example, a Xfi tagged through its 
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cascade I?*+ -» !/**+ with I? 0 ->• K~7t+)t or the statistical measurement of the 
impact parameter of one of the tagging particles in the decay (for example, the 
lepton in a semileptonic heavy quark decay). These techniques are described 
in more detail in other references .'**' An example of the impact parameter 
technique from CLEO is shown in Fig,.24 . Note the importance of good signal to 
background. One of the revolutions in such measurements for the charmed mesons 
has recently occurred with the Fermilab experiment E691 (TPS). This experiment 
used silicon microstrip detectors just beyond a Be target, and followed by an 
elaborate spectrometer with good particle identification. The apparatus resided 
in a 260 CeV/c tagged photon beam, wherein charm production Is thought to 
proceed largely through gamma-gluon fusion. Typical decay lengths are mm to 
cm, making lifetime measurements rather simple and bias free. The typical mass 
spectra Tor charmed meson decays, with their decay length curves, ar«> shown in 
Fig. 25 . Table XX summarizes the most recent measurements of charm lifetimes. 

The averages from this table are largely dominated by E691: 

W = 4 . 3 4 ^ x 1 0 - I J 

rp + = W.ltH X 1 0 - " 

*w = 3 - 5 -§ i * 1 0 " 1 3 W 

^21 = 2.33 ± 0.21 

T-2£ = 0.81 ± 0.19 . 
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Tabic XX. Summary of Lifetime Measurements' 

Expt, £1° D± Of 
E691 672 4.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.2 480 10.9 ± ° j ± 0.6 35 4.2 ± ° ? ± 0.6 

CLEO 317 5.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.4 247 11.4 ±1.6 ±1.0 

DELCO 269 4.6 ±1.5 ±£2 
MKIf 66 4.7±g;S±0.5 16 8.9 ± \* ± 1.3 

E531 58 . - , 0.T . 0.1 
, o x 0.5 x O.J 23 11 l+4* 6 2.6 ± J° 

SHF Sfl f>. l±0.9i 0.3 48 8.6il .3±«;J 
WA58 U 3 . 4 * i { i 0 . 7 27 5.0± \l± 1.9 
NA16 16 4.1 ±H 15 8.4 ± |;J 
NA27 129 4.2 ± « 147 10.6 i " 

NA11 26 3.7 ± ^ ± 0 . 5 28 10.6 ±\-\ ±1.6 12 - . . 1.5 
J - * * 0.8 

TASSO 13 4.3±*;!j±0.8 7 3.4 ± JJj ± 0.7 
HRS 53 4.2 ±0.9 ±0.6 114 8.1 ± 1.2 ±1.6 13 3.5 ± J* ±0.9 
NA1 J 51 4.3±£;J | 98 9 - 5 ± . : s 

Compiled by V. Luth, reference 36. 

The lifetime ratio evaluated by measuring the individual species is notably 
close to that obtained by the semileptonic decay ratios of charm in Table XtX, 
suggesting that the assumptions of Eq. (6) are valid for charmed mesons. 

Unlike the D mesons, no individual measurements of Bu or B4 have yet 
.'--•en performed. It is likely1"1 that the difference in lifetimes will be less 
pronounced, owing to the smaller sije of the QCD corrections in B-decay. Average 
measurements of B hadron lifetimes have been made by use of the impact 
parameter technique on leptons in events that have been topological^ selected 
to be enriched in 65 quarks. These techniques have been extended to use hadrons 
from the b-quark fragmentation as well. Table XXI summarizes recent results.'"' 
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Table XXI. B-Hadron Mean Lifetimes 

Experiment B-hadron Lifetime 

JADE 1.8+°;;j±CM 

MAC l.]6+°; l,J±0.07 

MKIIa 0.8S±g;jJ| ± Jl 

MKIlb l.25+S;|« ± .50 

DELCO ! 1 7 + 0 . 2 7 +0.11 
1 ' 1 , - 0 . 2 Z - 0 . I 6 

TASSO t Q-3 +0.33 +0-17 
1 - B J - 0 . 3 7 - 0 . 1 6 

The average value is thus — J.2 ps for the B-hadron, a remarkpbly lonj; 
lifetime whrr. compared to the naive expectation of Kq. (5), suggesting the severe 
reduction of the width due to the size of the Kobayashi-Maskawa(KM) parameter. 
This value along with the average semileptonic branching ratio for B-hadrotis can 
be used to extract limits on the KM matrix elements v^u and V^c.1"1 These however 
rely on the assumptions that B-hadrons all have similar lifetimes and semileptonic 
branching fractions. The measurements of Table XXI *rc all at similar energies and 
thus have similar admixtures of B-hadrons. Measurements of average semileptonic 
branching ratios have been made both from mixtures of Hu and flj at the T(45) 
(determined to ~20%} and from higher energy data containing unknown B-hadron 
admixtures (where the lifetime measurements were obtained). The results are in 
rough agreement," and give average semielectronic and semimuonic branching 
ratios of about 11 ± 1?£, thus suggesting that the average lifetime of all species are 
consistent with one another at this level. 

4,2 P a t t e r n s of Hadronic and Semileptonic Weak Decays 

The remainder of the lecture will concern the hadronic and semileptonic decay 
measurements of heavy quark systems. Emphasis will be placed on how they can 
be used to understand the difference in charm lifetimes as well as predict ,he size 
of effects in the B meson system. 

4.2.1 Contributions to charm and beauty meson widths. 

The tree level diagrams thought to contribute to heavy meson decays are 
summarized in Fig. 26 . Both charra and beauty have principle decays through the 
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so-cniled spectator graphs. In the spectator diagram, the light quark of the meson 
in passive. Th« I) meson and B meson decay \a similar, except that additional 
channels for 6 -• r X and B -» c<f(fts) are possible. This naive model would 
predict aemilcptonic branching fractions of about 20% for charm and 17% for 
beauty. 

The QCD corrections to the non-feptomc. decnys modify ISq. (5). and account 
fur hard gluon exchanges among the quarks: 

r - G 1 ^ S x lWtak M , T t n < > \ , 2 c ' * f I ,«! 
102*3 ' \ AngUa J 3 ' U 

Here, e + and <• are the so called Wilson Coefficients. Tliry are manifestly n 
function of the strong coupling constant (r»,) and are hence .i run''"on of the mass 
scale <if the interaction. The two coefficient* are not independent, 1 eing related 
through the expression c. • ^' 1 /c i . The dependence of liic coellirients on the 
mass scale are indicated in Fig. 27 . At infinite niiwsen. or cqiiivaleiitly in t)»r 
regiinrof free-quark.-*, the coefficient!" go towards unity, recovering Kq. |r«). AI lower 
masses, the effect is to enhance the nonteptonir eontrihution, and thim diminisli 
the semileptonic width. It has been shown that tl.e coefficients, when ralnilatcd l>> 
next order, continue to move in this direction, although the enhancement appear!) 
to diminish (see Fig, 27). For the charm system e as 'J.3 while for the beauty 
system c * 1.6. 

The effect of this nonleptonie enhancement on the semilrplonk branching 
fraction (Bi) is shown schematically tn Kig. 28 . It is calculated from the simple' 
expression-

Here, the 2 in the denominator comes from equal contributions from rsemtieploiitr 
niuon and electron contributions. At the tree level in It-decay the b • tt vf also 
contributes in the denominator, as do b -' eis transitions, modifying this slightly. 
The effect is small because of limited phase space. For charm, the nominal ratio 
of c- / c + is about 3, while for beauty it u somewhat Uvwet (-2}'. for lop meson*, 
it would approach unity. These values lead to scmilrptonir branching fraction* 
being reduced to about 14*5 for charm, and about I.VJ for beauty, mthmit regard 
to the flavor of the tyrftator quark. 
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These crude estimates wlwn view along with the data arc however very 
enlightening and paint to the need for a more sophisticated treatment or the 
problem. First, they predict average values of B\ which disagree with average 
values from experiments (about 1196 for charm and beauty both). Second, they 
do not account for the difference between P° and D + semileptonjc branching 
fractions, nor will they do so when the difference between Bu and B4 is actually 
measured. To understand the dilfcrencc, it is necessary to took at differences which 
might arise in the weak hadronic sector. Two principle mechanisms have been 
proposed to undctstand the observed differences in h&dronit widths between the 
7J° and the D" . These arc W-exchangc or W-annihilation, and Pauli interference, 
both operative in the charm and beauty system. These mechanisms are depicted 
in Kip, 2!) nml Kig. 30 . 

< 2 2 Wcuk flavor ..lvin., 

The most direct way to enhance the D°, the D,, or the B° is to add additional 
diagrams denoted as W<exchange and W-annihilation, respectively,'"' The W-
aivmriiUtitiit graph ir» also present for Cabibbo-suppresaed D + and S + decays. 
These graphs historically have been ignored because at the quark level they are 
holicity *MppT«>scd (c* ^ ) and Tequirea large wavefunction overlap of initial state 

ii hiut bri'ii argued thai the hclicitj suppression may be Temoved by the presence 
of gluims in the meson wavefiinction,'5" or by the radiation of fduons from the 
light quark vertex. f" ( The former is largely a non-porturbative effect, the latter, 
perturbative This leaves the wavefunction overlap factor which is expected to be 
small owing U> the small values (-» 150 MeV/c) of fp . / » . and /©. '" ' 

Recent work " suggests that a dynamical mechanism such as the presence or 
a resonance with quantum numbers equal ti> that of a IT and mass close to the 
/?*, could also enhance the annihilation contribution to charm decays. Such a 
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mechanism is unlikely to be present for 8 mesons, as their higher masses place 
them out of the light quark resonance region. 

Experimentally, certain decays of the £>°, Buch as D° - • K^4>, R°K°, and 
K°K'°, should be clear signatures for W-exchange.1"' Here, the C quark of the 
initial Btnte is absent in the final state meson. For the D, mCAon, final states with 
no net strangeness and no 33 content (such as p-n), would be characteristic of W-
annihilation. Recent work1'0' " ' however has suggested that scat ter ing effects, or 
non-plan&T diagrams (see Fig. 31 } may lead lo final states that mimic the non-
spectator decays. Flavor annihilation Q —• J occurs through the strong interaction, 
rather than the weak one. The possibility of rescaltering being significant is 
increased when the channels through which rescattcring is to otcur, are themselves 
many times larger than the final states in question. The situation will remain 
unresolvrrl until there is » substantial increase in the world data. 

4.2.3 Pauli irqerference. 

The D~* and Z?„ can receive enhancement in its Cabibbo-suppressed decays 
through W-annihilation diagrams with the caveats of the previous sections. Mare 
importantly, the leading D+ and £f0 Cabibbo-allowed decays may be suppressed 
by cancellation of final state amplitudes in the presence of strong color cluttering 
and QCD sextet enhancement.'**' Figure 30 indicates how color clustering leads 
to identical final state amplitudes -which interfere in the D* due to the relative 
minus sign. To the extent that the coefficient e~ » c+, a cancellation can occur 
for pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar decays, while pseudoscalar-vector decays may he 
enhanced. " 

The interference can also arise in charm (beauty) decays at the quark level, 
before hadronization, from the presence of two identical J(u) quarks in the final 
state. In the case of charm, for example, the D + width then receives an extra 
term: 

r n ( ( p + ) = Ad - 2^)1^/2,1-0. (io) 
Mo 

This term is negative for c_ >> c+- More detailed calculations (e.g. potential 
and bag models) show that the effect of interference in charm decays ranges from 
a few percent to as iarge as «s 50?fi and may thus account for much of the D° and 
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D' lifetime difference.1"'1 The elfect in the I) system should he present hut smaller 
owing to the larger mass and slightly smaller value of e_. 

4.2.4 Color suppression and the role of gluons 

One final effect that is of theoretical interest, ia the tole that soft, non-
perturbatively treated gluons may play in heavy meson decay. The next-to-
Icading-log calculat ion" , | of additional gltions leads to corrections which are small 
(see Fig. 27). Soft, non-perturbative gluons may however play an important 
role a? pointed out in Section 4.2.2 controlling the degree of W-exchange and 
W-annihiiation as well as the overall level of nonleptonic enhancement. Early 
at tempts to calculate hadronir matrix elements1**1 led to predictions which were 
very sensitive to tiie QCD corrections. An example of the calculation of the rat in 
of r ( / / J • A"V') I'(£>•"' * K'r,') is shown in Fig. 32 , where a very sharp 
minimum is seep close t<> the nominal QCU values for c jc+. This has heen 
frequentIv referred to as color hvpjirtssiou, and would occur in a similar fashion 
for decays like V' - A""jr n , /?+ - • ^ and /7 n - A ' V The origin of the-
effect ; " seen in Fig 33 where the color matching naively reduces amplitude (a) 
by 3 relative to amplitudo (b). Isospin arcounts for a factor of \f yf{2) and QCD 
further reduces the relative rati* to as little HS ~ l / 4 0 . 

A naive way to reduce color suppression, is to evaluate the Wilson coefficients 
at a smaller mass scale, such that c-/c+ is considerably greater. In essence, 
this approach can be interpreted as an attempt to increase the rtnn perturbative 
contributions beyond the QCD expectation. While this is an ad-hoc approach, 
it simultaneously reduces the theoretical estimate of the semileptonic branching 
ratios for D and D* , leaving at least the i>° closet ia experiment, 

Recent work in calculating hadronic matrix elements has remnvsd the singu
larities associated with color matching, through the introduction of an additional 
parameter (£) the so-called color screening pa ramete r . T u | This parameter has some 
phenomenological basis, being related to the QCD l /N expansion " (N is the num
ber of colors). Fit t ing of data (described in the following sections) yields a value 
of £ s= 0 instead of the naive 1/3. This rela^e-s color suppression in all channels 
and provides a reasonably good description of the data. 
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4.3 Dntn oil Charmed Meson Decays 

A significant fraction or the Cabibbo-albwed and Cablbbo-supprcssed decays 
of JJ° and W* have now been measured. The bulk of the information comes 
from e+t storage ring experiments at the tf»(3770) resonance. Working at slightly 
higher energies, information on D. decays has been obtained. Some more recent 
measurements are coming out high energy machines like CESR, PEP and PETR A, 
where the extra Lorentz boost improves detection efficiencies. 

This was instrumental in the discovery of the Di and certain rare €P decays, 
and the measurements of the D, lifetime. Finally, new data b expected in the near 
future from the photoproductina experiment 1S691, whkh may serve to "close the 
book" on u.ftny (but probably not all) the issues of charmed D and D, decay. 
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4.XI Data on hadronic decays ofcharmed D° ,/?+ and D, 

Let us first summarize the experimental data available now on charmed meson 
rates. '**»**» *»>"•>'"> Table XXH summarizes the Cabibbo-altowcd decays of thr 
LJP and D* with their production cross section times branching ratio (o • 1?) at 
thr ^(3770) from the major experiments. 

Table XXII. Cabibbo-Allowed Decays of D Mesons 
a • Br(nb) at y/{*) = 3.77 GeV 

Decay Channel MARK taT"** MARK n M LGW1"1 

Cfi~*K'n* 0,25 ± 0.01 -t 0.01 0.24 ± 0.02 0.25 * 0.05 

k*n« 0.1 l i 0.02 ±0.01 0.1810.0ft • 

WT, 0.09 ± 0,04 -t 0,01 - • 

A'<\J 0.19* 0.07 ±0.0S -

k"4 n n itou3 to,02 u ' u o - o m o.oi -

K IT '* 0 0.76 + 0,0.1 .10.0& 0.68 1: 0.23 11 + 0.6 

0.46 l 0.12 *"*** 0.37 ± 0.03 t 0.03 0.3U -r 0.08 

11 + 0.6 

0.46 l 0.12 

R*K*K - • 

K-tt'**n- 0.53 ± 0.03 ,r 0.05 0.68 + 0.11 0.3C + 0.11 

**<>*** jr° 0 £ 7 ± 0,11*0.15 - -

U + - * * » * * 0.M * 0.0! ± 0.01 0.14 1 0.03 0.14 * 0.05 

/ f -»* ir + 0,39 ±0.01 ±0.03 0.38 -fr 0.05 0.36 ±0.06 

tf«w+»° 0.42 ± 0.08 ± 0.08 0.78 ± 0.48 -

Jt°**«-»ji 0.311 0.03 -t 0.03 0.51 ± 0.18 -

tf-**irV« 0.181 0.04 1 0.04 - -

K-w+)t*ff-}r + - < 0.23 af 90% CL -
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Detailed measurements of the paaedoscalar vettor decays of the D mesons are 
summarized in Table X X I I I . m m It la seen from the table the preeminence of 
quasi two-body decays of the D° and J}+ . 

Table XXIII. Pteudoscalar-Vector Content of the 
Three-body Cabibbo-Allowed Modest 
9 > flr(nb) at s/[s) « 3.77 GeV"*"*" 

Channel Fractfon(%) ffBr(nb) 

^ - f K V j ' 

K'p* 74.0 ±4.6 ±5.0 0.56 ± O.Ofl •!- 0,07 
K - J T + 12.9 ± 2.7 ±2.C 0.30 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 
/fiOffO 7.8 ± 3.3 ± 2.0 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.03 

nonrwonanl 5.5 ±4.4 ±3.0 0.04 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 

D° - ,ff°ff+»r-

J?V 16.B ± 5.3 ± 2.6 0.06 ±0,02 ±0.01 
K-ir+ 63.6 ± 7.6 ± 4.5 0.36 ±0,05 ±0.04 

nanruonant 10.3 ± 8.6 ± 3.5 0.07 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 

D* - Wis*** 

J?V 86.5 ± 9.1 ±5,C 0.37 ±0.08 ±0.07 

K**+ 7.0 ±4.3 ±4.0 0.09 ±0.06 ±0.06 

nonresonant 6.5 ±5.5 ±4.0 0.03 ±0.02 ±0.02 

t Thcte result! are preliminary. 
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Finally, Table XXIV contains information of the magnitude of many Cabibbo-
forbidden decays. The ratios are quoted here to reduce systematic errors and thus 
allow more precise comparison with theoretical models. 

Table XXIV. Cabibbc-Suppressed Decays of D Mesons 
Relative Rates and to{%)m,"*m 

Decay Channel Ratfc 
DP Decays 

ITK-tH 0.033 ± 0.010 ±0.006 
mar*) 0.122 ±0.018 ±0.012 

fiKR S0.11 at 90% C.L. 
r(A'"/f"te() < 0.034 at 9096 C.L n*»»+i+piK-j+» < 0.034 at 9096 C.L 
n/t-K*+«) 0.05 ± 0.03 ruf«»*i+nK-»+) 0.05 ± 0.03 

r s-f•••! 0.011 ±0,00-1 ±0.002 
P P-QII] 

0.011 ±0,00-1 ±0.002 
r ( i - » 4 » + i r - ) 0.016 ± 0.008 ±0.002 

D + Decays 

0.317 ±0.086 ±0.048 

< 0.15 at 90%C.L, 

0.042 ±0.016* 0.010 
ttK-K*9*\ 0,059 ± 0,026 ±0.009 

nirVwi 0.084 ±0,C21± 0.011 

nV-»+w*i 0.04S± 0.021 ±0.011 
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Very tittfc data on P, decays is available; In Table XXV are listed the observed 
decays of the D, from both hadroproduction and c+c~ experiments.1""*0""""1 

Tab!,- XXV Dtcaye of the Dt Mesons1"1"" " 3 |"" 
((t) indicate.1; a preliminary result] 

Experiment / ( , ) (GeVj Ocam Channel Mass (McV/c-) 

CLEO 10 tW 0JT + 1970± 5 ± 5 

TASSO 14-25 e+e~ 4>it+ 1975* 9 ± 10 

ARGUS 10 t+r 0JT + 1973± 3 ± 3 

ARGUS 10 e+c- fa^ir'n* 1976± 5 ± 3 

TPC 29 t+c- K'K*K* 1948 ± 28 ± 10 

HRS 23 «+«" <j>* + 1963 ± 3 ± 3 

ACCMOR 200 {*,H),{K,N) K~K+ir+ 1975 ± 4 

ARGUS 10 e+e' K'°K+ seen 

MARK III 4.14 eU- ^ J T + 1 9 7 3 ± 4 ± 4 t 

MARK III 4.14 e + e - R,0K+ seen 

MARK III 4.14 e + e - R°K+ seen 

TPS 260 fN fa* seen 

TPS 2G0 IN / r D / r + seen 
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4.3.2 Data on eemtleptomc and pure leptonk 0° and D* decays 

In a previous section **e have discussed tho inclusive Bcmileplonie decays of 
charm. Recently, a number of new meaaurcmcnta have been made on the pure 
leptonic and exclusive semileplonic decays of E mesons. First, by use of tagging, 
it is possible to look at the exclusive decay modes of semileptonic U-decay. Those 
are expected to be dominated by D - Kl+i>t and D -+ KU+vt,M Table XXV! 
summarizes these measurements: 

Table XXVI. Exclusive Semileptonic Decays 

Decay 

Mode 

Events 

Sig. (Bkd.) 

Branching 

Ratio {%) 

47 (2.1) 

7(1-0 

9 (0.7) 

3 (0.9) 

3.9lgg ± 0.6 

1.7lg;?±0.8 

2.2ig? ± 0.4 

0.4lg :J±0.1 

56 (0.4) 

20 (8.5) 

4.llg;? ±1 .2 
2.71 j;J± 1.8 

D+ - K-ir+£+L>t 

15(1.1) 

24 (1.2) 

6.3!JJ|±1.1 
3.9!g;|±[).7 

E>+ _ K°H+VM 37 (8.9) 10.2 + =;* ± 3 6 

One interesting feature of this data is that the DH decays appear only partially 
consistent with pure K\ there being some room in the fit for a non-resonant 
component. This has been estimated to be about 45% of all rYiriff, although 
it is based on a small number of events beyond the K', as shown in Fig. 34 , 

Another recent (preliminary) measurement is the Br(D* -• #**>>*). This pure 
leptonic decay is expected at a rate governed by the decay constant {p. The decay 
constant may tims be unambiguously measured by observing this decay: 

r 0 + ^ + „ - ^ - / o W n ' l Va |*(1. - (m^/mp) 1 ) 1 . 
off 

The data1"1 gives a 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching ratio of 8.4 x 10"*. 
Using a D* lifetime of {10 1 L%1) * 10 ' 9 * , 1 " 1 and i \%d )'= 0.0506 ± .006$ , m 
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FIG. 34. Fit to KTT system in £>«< decays,'88' indicating the possibility of both 
K' and non-resonant contribution ns. 
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then the 90 % C.I,, branching ratio limit corresponds to / p = 310 MeV/c*. When 
the errors on rD+ and | V^ |* are included, a 90 % C.L. upper limit on / p of 340 
McV/c 2 is obtained (see Fig. 35 ). 

4.4 Interpretation of the Cbarm Meson Data 

The data on exclusive charm decays is seen to be rather rich, allowing us to 
address many of the theoretical questions posed in Section 4.2. 

4.4 1 Color-siipprcssiqn. 

First wo sec that color-suppression or color-matching expected from the 
simplest QCI) calculation of hatironic matrix dements appears to be largely absent 
in both D and D, decay. From the previous tables we can extract: 

TfD° —t j?°ir0l 
K '- = 0.45 ± 0,08 ± 0.05 

r t i > ° - * ; - * < • } 

=^== £; ± = 0.20 ± 0.14 ± 0.09 

r(£>° -• A 0 * 0 ! 

_ ^ 4 ^ ) = 0.08 ± 0.02 ±0.01 

XI* J I V I l l d h U n v ^ ds^.ificant suppression observed for color mismatched 
decays. It may be argued that final state interactions may play a significant 
role in D decays.1*"' However, in alt cases, the suppression expected from the naive 
spectator model is not present. In particular, since this appears to be true for both 
D°, D+, and D, decays one must seek a common explanation for the effect. It 
seems unlikely that a conspiracy of final state interactions produces the effect. As 
noted earlier, the ad-hoc approach of increasing e_/e+ would also largely remove 
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cancellations, however it is clear from the data which have reasonable statistics, 
that this alone cannot - even asymptotically- reproduce the measurements. The 
most naive interpretation would attribute the lifting or the precise color-matching 
required by the perturbative calculations to the presence or soft (non-perturbatlve) 
gluons in the meson wavefunction. As noted earlier, one attempt to quantitatively 
introduce the effect IB by the screening /«etor(() discussed in Section 4.2,4; talcing 
i as 0 largely removes these cancellations- It should be noted once again that the 
need to introduce the parameter ( « 0 to get the weak hadronic decays correct 
also reduces Bt for the ifi :1"1 

B^EP) = — - ; . (11) 

Using the nominal values of e±[qi) and £ = Q a value* nf ~ 11.8% Is obtained Tor 
Bi, in better agreement with the data than what is obtained using ( « j (for N«fl 
colors) and the expression 'n Eq. (8) for B{. The value {or B\{D*) requires an 
additional term discussed in Section 4.4.4. 

4.4.2 Non-spectator processes. 

The search for direct evidence for W-exchange graphs in D 4 decays can be 
summarized by the following results: 

BT{ZP -•> R°4>) « 1.5% 

- ( - - ' . T - . t C ) . . < 0034 at 90% C.L. 
r{K*-7r+) + r ( K - ^ ) 

The first channel, Z>° -» R°$, is clearly seen (see Fig. 3G ) by three 
experiments,1"""1 between experiments doe to their assumptions of the back
grounds. The channel is Cabibbo-allowedand occurs at a rate which is surprisingly 
large, in that it is consistent with that for ordinary pseudoscaiar-vector decays af
ter a reduction for the limited phase-space and a factor for the removal of an 53 
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pair from the vacuum is taken into account.'*** This would suggest that if W-
exchange is present, it proceeds at a rate which i# largely uninhibited. The same 
non-perturbative gtuon effects suspected for the absence of color cancellations, 
may also lift the heiicity suppression of these channels. Because of the surpris
ingly large value for the branching ratio, alternate explanations have been pro
posed, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. This decay may arise for example from amail 
rescattering out of the very large K~/>+ channel, as opposed to the W-exchangc 
mechanism itself. The second decay (D° —•> R°K°) la Cabibbo-supprcased and is 
suppressed in exact SU{3). The limit is already below the value measured for the 
K+K~ decay (sec Table XXFV), hut it is not stringent enough to give additional 
information. The third channel (J)n -+ H'^R0) is Cabibbo-suppressed but not 
SU(3)-suppre3scd. While the value of the limit is preliminary,'"1 it is intriguingly 
small considering the size of Br{D° -< R°$). 

The current D, measurements given in Table XXV do not provide unique 
information on the presence of W-annihilation graphs; they all may arise from 
spectator amplitudes as well. Only measurements such aa D, -• pit,un..,.t 

wilt answer the question of W-exchange and W-annihilation, as would inclusive 
measurements of D, decays opposite tagged D, . 

4.4.3 Interference effects in D* decays. 

Evidence for interfeience as discussed in section 4.2,3, in exclusive decays is 
derived from the following ratios: 

1 ^ ^ = 0 . 3 2 1 0.09 ±0.05 (12) 

r T ^ S y ^ - 1 5 a t 9 0 9 6 C 7 - i - ( 1 3 ) 

r (^->^o r ) 1 7 ± 0 1 5 

As can be seen from Figure 30, interference effects are expected for both ir+JT° 
and R°ir+, but not for K°K* or R,0K*. Thus, since each of the numerators in 
(12) to (14) are Cabibbo-supprcssed, one expects values close to tan7($t) « 0.055 
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for the ratios. Expression (13) however, is expected'*1' to be given by | (an ? (0 f ) 
although as poinU'd out earlier, SU(3)-breaking and final-state interactions may 
alter thr value. The deviation from equality in partial widths expected under 
exact SU(3) for the well measured Cabibbc-suppressed decays D° -• n+ir~ and 
IjP -* K"*A' («»<e Table XXIV) sets the scale for the size of thc&e effects in 
charm decay. I"1 While (13) is clearly consistent with expectations, (12) and (14) 
we considerably larger, even intituling the possibility of large SU(3)-violatlons or 
final-state interactions. This is then entirely consistent with the pattern expected 
for interference among D* final state amplitudes, which may lead to a longer 
/ J + hTelimc. 

If interference is prevalent exclusively, then it leads to a decrease in the width 
find lengthening of the lifetimes of the D+ and D, states. One would introduce 
into El*}. {\\), a term as in Eq.(lO), to estimate the effect inclusively lor the 
D + . That most charm decays appear to be quasi-two-body, with only a sm;i|] 
ikinresonant component, strengthens the argument that interference is a major 
elfect in determining the total widths. 

1,4.4 TIT 1 purr- Icplnnic decays and the total widths. 

The decay constant / ^ is a direct measure of the overlap of the wavefunctlons 
of the heavy and light quarks in the D meson.'"1 It thus plays a fundamental 
role in setting the scale for processes such as weak flavor-annihilation and Pauli 
interference invoked to account for the differences in D+ and D° lifetimes.'°' A 
measurement or fp also provides a stringent lest of potential model 1"' and QCD 
sum rule 1" 1 calculations. In addition, it allows reliable estimates of other heavy 
meson decay constants (JV, /n , etc.), which are diiticu.Lt to obtain due to the large 
theoretical uncertainties in extrapolating from ft and fn to the nonrelativistic. 
heavy quark mesons. The decay constant also is essential in evaluating the 
magnitude of operators leading to D°D° and B®B° mixing.'"1 Calculations of 
the pseudosc&lar decay constants obtain values which either increase (QCD sum 
rule method'" 1 ) or decrease (both rclativistic and non-relativistic potential 1" 1 and 
bag model methods' * ) with the meson mass. While our result does not probe 
the small values of fo suggested by the bag model or QCD sum rule calculations 
(ISO -» 280 MeV/c), it restricts the range of values predicted by recent potential 
model calculations (208 -» 450 MeV/c). One important point to nrnke is that the 

http://diiticu.Lt
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limit obtained excludes the very high values or fp which have been suggested "*' as 
an explanation for the large observed ratio of r{D,f )/r(£)°). The latter estimate is 
of a perturbative nature, and is used to break the helicity suppression that would 
otherwise reduce the contribution of the non-spectator processes to charm decay. 
The value of fp cannot be used to eliminate the non-perturbativo techniques 
of reducing helicity suppression, such as the addition qf gluons to the meson 
•• ivefunction.1"1 

4.5 Data on Hadronic Weak Decays of Beauty Mesons 

As indicated in Section 4.2.1, the decays of H mesons arise largely from the 
b -' c transition yielding final stales containing /7° and L>* and D, mesons, and 
their vector partners. The D, fraction is expected to be small, requiring either a 
Cabibbo-suppressed decay, or the fluctuation of the vacuum to an s$ state. There 
is also the possibility of decays through the heavier D" orbitally excited mesons. 
The additional features of B decay allow however To~ the b ' cc* transitions 
providing the possibility of cc final states (V',tf>', Xt, etc,..). As indicated in fig, 
37, B decays to baryons are also expected to be present at a small level. One final 
interesting decay would be that of the heaviest Bt meson where the single quark 
decay of the ft and the c would compete favorably owing to the relative sizes of the 
KM matrix elements. 

Table XXVII summarizes the measurements of hadror.ic B decays. These 
results all come from data taltcn al the T[4S), and thus correspond exclusively lo 
the decays of B u and Bj mesons. No data on 0 e heavier states exists, except in 
the inclusive analyses at PEP and PETRA energies, where such stales presumably 
con laminate the Bu and B^ sample. 

Table XXVIJ also contains the published values'"1 for the ratio of (b — u)/(6 • 
e). The theoretical uncertainty in evaluating this quantity now sheds doubt ox 
thp validity of the measurement. These questions are addressed more thoroughly 
in the lectures of B.Winstein in these proceeding*. 
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FIG. 37. Diagrams leading to B meson decays containing baryons. 
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Table XXVil. B Meson branching Ra t io s^ ) " " """"•""•"""• 
Decay Modes CLEO ARGUS CUSB 
B° — D*n - 0.14 ±0.19 ±0.05 

go _, D°v+x~ 1.6 ±0.9 ±0.0 
(7 ± S)» 

0.35 ±0.14 ±0.11 
(1.7 ±0.5 ±0.5) ' 

/ ? " - . C , f J r " 

1.6 ±0.9 ±0.0 
(7 ± S)» 

0.35 ±0.14 ±0.11 
(1.7 ±0.5 ±0.5) ' 

0.25 ±0.15 ±0.15 
0.40 ± 0.20 ± 0.20 

B" -* Dt + ir-Jr" 1.1 ±0.6 ±0.6 
B" - . D'4 ir-n-jr+ 2.4 ±0.7 ±1.1 

B~ ~ D°n- 0.4 ±0.1 ± 0.1 
(1.1 H0.6)' 

B~ -* D'n~-n 0.9 i (l,i ±0.3 
B~ — D' **-*- 0.3 ±0.2 ±0.1 

(2.7 ± 1.7)' 0.4 ±0.2 ±0.2 

B~ - » r » , + T-ff-3r" 3.5 ± 1.1 ±2.1 
B~ ~* D ' V 8.1 ± 2.9+5® 

B° — vtA" 1.1 ± .2 ± .2 1.2 ± .2 ±.2 
B - ^ X 0.50 ±0.23 

B -» tf-dirtetA" 0.90 ±0.30 
B - ^ / f - 0.09 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 <0.20 
tf — tf-K"° 0.41 ±0.19 ±0.03 0.44 ± 0.27 

B->xt>X 2.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.6 
B-*pXX > 3.6 at 90% C.L. 
B-> AX > 2.2 at 90% C.L. 
3-mX 10.8 ± 1.2 11.2 ±1.3 
B^tX 12.0 ±0.9 13.2 ±1.6 

B->D°X 39 ± 5 ± 4 50 ± 7 ± 8 

B~*D+X 17 ± 4 ± 4 23 ± 8 ± 5 
B^D'X 23±3tJ 

[B~+D,X){D. -fa) 0.004 ± 0.001 0.002 ±0.001 ±0.001 

b -• v/b —f c < 4.0 at 9096 C.L.t < 5.5 at 90% C.L.t 

t Previously published values, t See Ref. 97. 
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4.0 In terpre ta t ion of the B Meson Da ta 

While the B system is expected to behave closer to the naive (spectator picture, 
the detailed measurements of specific, exclusive decay modes do not vet exist to 
prove this assertion. Under these circumstances, and almost without exception, 
it has been experimentally necessary to resort to inclusive measurements at the 
T(4S) to establish the pattern of decays. The results and conclusions are discussed 
in the following sections. 

Because these measurements are inclusive, one should keep in mind that they 
ore normalized to the height of the T(4S) resonance, which iB assumed to decay 
entirely to BB pairs. This assertion has been tested by CLEO,' 4" and the limit on 
aon-BB decays of the T(4S) is found to be < 3.8% at 90% CX. This is analogous 
to the case at the 1^(3770). A major uncertainty remains however in the assignment 
of the relative production B%B^'<B,iBi, because of the proximity to threshold. For 
example, a mass difference of 2 MeV produces a ratio jjr = 1.2 while a mass 
difference of 4 MeV produces a ratio -JJT = 1.5. Using the same mass scale for the 
T(4S} of 10579.8 MeV, the mass difference of B* and Bd are given:1*" 

M[Bi) - M{BU) = 3.1 ± \A[CLEO) 

M[Bd) - M(B%) = 2.4 ± i.e{ARGUS) . 

This implies that an uncertainty in the relative fractions of Hu and Bs produced 
at the T(45) remains. 

4.6.1 Color suppression in B decays. 

AB was seen in charm decays, no evidence for a suppression resulting from color 
mismatch appears to be evident in the data. In B decay, the analogous effects 
would be present in comparisons of B& ~> D6^0 to flj —• Z ) - J I + , (and analogous 
vector-pseudoscalar channels) although the size of the suppression should be 
smaller.'""1 Neither of these channels are well measured. 

A cleaner and better measured system is that of the B decays containing bound 
ec. The total B meson branching fraction to a final state with a charmed and anti-
charmed quark is expected to be 10% to 15% based on the spectator model. In 
some fraction of these, the final Btate will contain a cE meson. These are seen in 
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Fig. 38 to have the same color matching topology as in the D meson case. The 
theoretical estimates ' " ' of the ni«? of this component range from ~ 0.4 to - 3.0% 
for the inclusive ratio T{b -* ^ ) /T (6 -* ail). The higher values have ignored color 
matching, the middle values of ~ 2% asaume some color-suppression, and the 
smallest values ~ 0.5% include the full QCD correction. Theoretical uncertainties 
arise from phase apace effects and hadronization of the a system into detectable t£ 
mesons. T h e next section discusses this question. As can be seen in Table XXVII, 
the experimental values are about 1.1 ± 0.3%, consistent with the lark of a full 
suppression jus t as was seen in charm decays 

Afi.2 Charm in beauty decay. 

• ice the branching ratios of the charmonium states are well known, the 
absolute branching ratios for B - • t& are determinable and are seen fnim Table 
XXVII to be within range of expectations. 

The rate for D, production in 13 decay can only be estimated, since the absolute 
branching ratio for D, into ifnr4' (the only channel observed) is not known. From 
Table XXVII, one Bees that the ARGUS and CLEO results are in poor agreement. 
Taking the CLEO value and assuming the branching ratio of say 3% for I), ~* <fur4, 
one obtains a rate for I) —* D, + X w 13% which is consistent with expectations 1"" 1 

of about 95S for D, production from both 6 -* c(ud) and A —• c(cs} combined. 

The previous section discussed the issue of color-suppression signatures in B 
meson decay. One sidelight is the hadionization process in beauty decays. In 
charm decays, it was seen that a large fraction of the decays appear to be qiiasi-
VWQ body. It is of course interesting to see if this is the case in B decay, as 
it results in a calculational simplification. To this end, in the absence of good 
exclusive reconstruction efficiency, it is necessary to look inclusively at the first 
daughters of B meson decay, namely D, and ^> mesons. 

The Z distributions from CLEO and ARGUS for the D, and i> mesons in B 
decay are shown in Fig. 39 . If the CLEO data are correct, 65% of the D, arise 
from quasi two-body production, presumably, in conjunction with a similarly hard 
EP or D+ . The production through W-exchangeor internal {D, -K) decay appear 
to be largely absent. 

The data from ARGUS indicate that ^ production is qualitatively softer, with 
a significant fraction of ip coming from ip'. A large fraction of the spectrum does 
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FIG. 38. Diagrams leading to bound charm in B meson decay. 
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FIG. 39. (a)Z distribution for D, in B decays. (b)Z distribution for ip in B decays-
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appear to be quasi twp-body, with channels such as iffK, $K* and rl>'K' being 
large. 

4.6.3 Baryona in B decay. 

While JP° and D + mesons are too light to decay through baryonic channels, 
the B mesons may have a sizeable rate. Estimates have been made baaed on the 
assumption that the quarks In the B decay can pair into diqnarka, and pick up a 
qq pair from vacuum fluctuations to make pairs of baryons. These were pictured 
in Figure 37. The rates estimated in Ref. 10S are given: 

2-* 15% 

5 - ti% 

1-7% . 

The rate for baryon-antibaryon production from B mesons is 4 to 26% overall.lw*1 

The data, from CLEO1"' is consistent with th'j range, being posed in lower limits 
for p and A inclusive production in Table XXVII, 

4.6 Conclusions On the Decays of Open Charm and Beauty 

The extensive exclusive measurements or D° and D + mesons provide a 
reasonably firm basis Tor understanding the charm meson width. The decays of 
Da and D + appear to have a large quasi two-body component. There is evidence 
for color-suppressed decays, decays in which interference is occurring, and decays 
where flavor-annihilation appears to be present. Studies of the semileptonic decays 
point to hadronic matrix elements that are relatively simple, being dominated by 
form factors that are well modelled by simple poles. Detailed information on the 
Dt meson is still lacking. The latter would provide the most direct means of 

fl-taKdfi) 

Br[B - ft ft) 

Br[B - >teAe) 
B - (««(«)" 

Br{B - Me) 
B - (tifj(tf) 
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checking the current ideas on Interference! flavor-annihilation and the apparent 
dominance of quasi two-body decays of charm. An alternative is to measure the 
factors (such as the KM angles and the weak decay constants) that make up the 
theoretical estimate of the rate for each of these processes. While D, • * iv should 
provide an experimentally accessible measurement of the weak decay constant /o„, 
stringent limits on fp from D -* txv already provide information on the size or 
perturbative effectfl that may allow flavor-annihilation to proceed at a measurable 
rale. Current models favor a small amount of weak flavor-annihilation using decays 
(such as JD° -* R°<f>) as evidence. Such decays are however under suspicion as 
possible arising from flavor mixing or rescattering at the strong interaction level 

The decays of light D mesons [B9 arid B& ) apnea™ to he dominated a* 
expected by the b —t c transition. The determination or the ft -> u fraction 
has been clouded both by theoretical uncertainties and by experimental tiifftViilty 
The lack of a global picture Tor D liadronic decay has also been hampered by the 
lack of data on exclusive channels. Inclusive studies of B •• U,,V,KT\<\ D i>™jcct a 
spectator-like picture. The smallness of the Hcrnileplonic branching ratio however 
leads one to believe that the nonleptonie nector of li <t*<ay may yd h<>\d somr 
surprises. The key to understanding B decay will bo in the ability to separate thp 
species Bm and B4 and to systematically study the exclusive decays. The heavy U 
mesons B» and Bc will also be interesting, the latter providing the possibility of 
a significant fraction of single quark decays, which otherwise won't be seen until 
the t-quatk is discovered. 
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